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Those other heat pumps – Part 2
Air-to-water heat pumps should claim greater market share
in the light commercial HVAC segment over the next year.
Power supply: The heat pump and circulator
(P1) are powered by a dedicated 240/120 VAC
30 amp circuit. The heat pump disconnect switch
(HPDS) must be closed to provide power to the
heat pump. The remainder of the control system
is powered by 120 VAC/15 amp circuit. The main
switch (MS) must be closed to provide power to
the control system. Both fan coils are powered by
a dedicated 120 VAC/15 amp circuit. The service
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Figure 1 shows the air-to-water pump
system as it would operate in cooling mode.
Chilled antifreeze solution from the heat pump
or buffer tank is delivered to one or both of the
zoned air handlers, while the radiant panel
zones remain off.
During cooling operation, the temperature of
the buffer tank is maintained between and upper and lower limit by a setpoint controller. A
typical temperature range would be between
45° F and 60°.
All piping carrying chilled fluid must be insulated and vapor sealed to prevent condensation. Migration of chilled water into the radiant panel zones is prevented by a combination
of a closed zone valve on the supply pipe and
a check valve on the return side piping.
Figure 2 shows one way to wire electrical
controls for the system.
The mode selection switch determines if
the system operates in heating, cooling or
remains off. The temperature in each zone is
monitored by a heating/cooling thermostat.
In cooling mode the zone thermostats turn on
their respective air handlers and open their
associated zone valves. The distribution circulator also is turned on. A demand for cooling
from either zone also turns on a setpoint controller that operates the heat pump to maintain
the buffer tank temperature within a suitable
temperature range for cooling.

The following is a description of operation for
the system. Keep in mind that specific makes
and models of heat pumps may require slightly
different wiring to enable their operation in
heating or cooling modes. Always verify the
specific wiring requirements for the heat pump
being used and ensure it is coordinated with the
balance of system wiring.
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Description of operation
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ast month, we covered the concept of
combining heat pumps with hydronic
distribution systems. We also discussed
the specifics of an air-to-water heat pumps
supplying multiple zones of radiant panel
heating. This month we will look at how that
same system operates in cooling mode, and
discuss specifics on how to configure control.
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switch for each air handler must be closed for
that air handler to operate.
Heating mode: The mode selection switch
(MSS) must be set for heating. This passes 24
VAC to the RH terminal in each thermostat.
Whenever either thermostat demands heat, 24

VAC is passed from the thermostat’s W terminal
to the associated zone valve (ZVH1 or ZVH2).
When the zone valve reaches its fully open position its internal end switch closes, passing 24
VAC to relay coil (R1). Relay contact (R1-1) closes
to pass 120 VAC to circulator (P2). Relay contact

(R1-2) closes to pass 24 VAC to outdoor reset
controller (ODR).
The (ODR) measures outdoor temperature
at sensor (S2) and uses this temperature along
with it settings to calculate the target supply
water temperature for the buffer tank. It then
measures the temperature of the buffer tank at
sensor (S1). If the temperature at (S1) is more
than 5° below the target temperature, the (ODR)
closes its relay contact. This completes a circuit
between terminals 15 and 16 in the heat pump,
enabling it in heating mode.
After a short time delay the heat pump (HP)
turns on circulator (P1) and verifies adequate
flow through the heat pump. After a short time
delay, the heat pump compressor turns on its
compressor. The heat pump continues to operate until the temperature at sensor (S1) is 5°
above the target temperature calculated by the
(ODR), or neither thermostat calls for heat or the
heat pump reaches its internal high limit setting. Note: Neither air handler operates in heating mode, regardless of the fan switch setting on
the thermostats.
Cooling mode: The mode selection switch
(MSS) must be set for cooling. This passes 24
VAC to relay coil (RC), normally open contacts
(RC-1) and (RC-2) close allowing 24 VAC from
the air handlers to pass to the associated RC
terminal in each thermostat. Whenever either
thermostat calls for cooling, 24 VAC is passed
from the thermostat’s Y terminal to the associated zone valve (ZVC1, or ZVC2).
When the associated zone valve reaches
its fully open position its internal end switch
closes, passing 24 VAC to associated relay coil
(RC1) or (RC2). Associated relay contacts (RC11) or (RC2-1) close to pass 120 VAC to circulator
(P2). Associated relay contacts (RC1-2) or (RC22) close to pass 24 VAC to the cooling setpoint
controller (SPC). The cooling setpoint controller
measures the temperature of the buffer tank at
sensor (S3). If this temperature is 60° or higher,
the (SPC) relay contact closes, completing a circuit between terminals 15 and 16 on the heat
pump (HP,) enabling it to operate. Associated
relay contacts (RC1-3) or (RC2-3) close between
terminals 17 and 18 in the heat pump (HP), for
cooling mode. The heat pump (HP) turns on circulator (P1) and verifies adequate flow through
the heat pump. After a short time delay, the heat
pump compressor turns on its compressor and
operates in chiller mode.
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This continues until the temperature at sensor (S3) drops to 45°, or
until neither zone thermostat calls for cooling, or until the heat pump
reaches in internal low limit setting. The blowers in the air handlers
can be manually turned on at the thermostats when the mode selection switch (MSS) is set to cooling. The blowers will operate automatically whenever either cooling zone is active.

Pay attention
Low-ambient air-to-water heat pumps can fill a unique niche for
heating and cooling of residential and light-commercial buildings.
Although their COPs are not necessarily as high as geothermal heat
pumps, their installation cost is substantially less. They are cost competitive without subsidies and allow low-temperature radiant panel
systems to deliver comfort far superior to forced-air heat pumps.

Just released!

Modern Hydronics
Done Right
e-book, Volume 1

2019 is going to be a major “rollout” year for air-to-water heat pump
systems in North America. Several manufacturers will be introducing new
products in this category. They’ve obviously recognized opportunity and
chose to pursue it. I highly recommend you also take a look at how air-towater heat pumps can fit into your comfort offerings.

John Siegenthaler, P.E., is principal of Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent, N.Y., and
author of the text “Modern Hydronic Heating.”
He teaches two, 10-week, design-focused online
courses: Mastering Hydronic System Design
and Hydronic-Based Biomass Heating Systems.

John Siegenthaler has been writing for BNP Media since 1996. He’s authored over 340 columns and feature
articles in Plumbing & Mechanical, PM Engineer, and Supply House Times. To better serve our reader, BNP has
compiled all that information into a series of five FREE e-books. The first was released on December 11, 2018,
and deals with a wide range of hydronic heat sources. The columns and articles in volume 1 cover a wide
range of heat sources from conventional boilers to solar thermal collectors, heat pumps, and even biomass
boilers. You can view volume 1 of the eBook series, at no cost, at the following link. https://bit.ly/2rMxztB

Watch for additional volumes coming in 2018 and 2019.
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